
SYSTEM PIR DETECTOR

A PIR-based motion detector is used to sense used in burglar alarms and automatically-activated lighting systems.

A complete motion sensor alarm system has a few main components. This distinguishes it from the electric
eye for instance not usually considered a motion detector , in which the crossing of a person or vehicle
interrupts a visible or infrared beam. This is the type most commonly encountered in household motion
sensing devices and is designed to turn on a light only when motion is detected and when the surrounding
environment is sufficiently dark. That way, an intruder will trip the sensor regardless of where they are
headed. But for opening an automatic door, for example, a sensor selective to traffic in the path toward the
door is superior. A motion sensors can warn you to act before things get out of hand. Operation[ edit ] A PIR
sensor can detect changes in the amount of infrared radiation impinging upon it, which varies depending on
the temperature and surface characteristics of the objects in front of the sensor. Objects of similar temperature
but different surface characteristics may also have a different infrared emission pattern, and thus moving them
with respect to the background may trigger the detector as well. They work better outside. MircoWave MW
Sends out microwave pulses and measures the reflection off a moving object. An electronic motion detector
contains an optical, microwave, or acoustic sensor, and in many cases a transmitter for illumination. No
energy is emitted from the sensor, thus the name passive infrared. Microwave alarm sensors cast out
microwave pulses that can cover larger areas than infrared technology, assessing the pulse reflection off
objects in motion. Find walls that an intruder would walk alongside, like a hallway or narrow pathway that
leads to a room. Active infrared motion sensors emit electrical signals that connect to a light detector. These
are a subcategory of IR or camera motion sensor alarms that detect specific motions Hybrid motion sensors
apply several technologies. Since they are small and not as detectable as video surveillance systems, intruders
are less capable of locating and disabling them. They cover a larger area than infrared sensors, but they are
vulnerable to electrical interference and are more expensive. Ultrasonic An ultrasonic transducer emits an
ultrasonic wave sound at a frequency higher than a human ear can hear and receives reflections from nearby
objects. Advanced and more expensive motion sensor models extend to larger surfaces and can keep you feel
safe on large-scale properties and spacious business buildings.


